December 1, 1988

Dear Prof. Ferrater Mora,

I have not yet had the pleasure of meeting you, but am encouraged to write because I was Mario Bunge’s assistant for several years and often heard him express the great respect he has for you. Moreover, we are both to write related chapters in Weingartner & Dorn’s volume of Studies on Bunge’s Treatise, and it is with respect to this that I am prompted to write.

I enclose a current draft of the chapter I am writing for that volume and would like to request that you consider the possibility of reading and commenting on it. Any comments that you might have would be very welcome. I am also very curious to see how you are developing your own chapter on Bunge’s semantic realism.

I will be in Montreal during January ‘89, so you may write to me there, in care of Bunge (3479 Peel St. Montreal, PQ H3A 1W7), if you have any comments.

Si acaso le resulta más conveniente escribir en castellano, a mí me da igual.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Mike Dillinger